Fame Idle

by M Folan/J Batten

(Gee, Bee and Aitch are twitching and leaping up and down, making strange chicken-like noises and
finally start moving their arms up and downs like flapping chickens. This continues for a few moments
and Simon Shallow stands up and shouts.)

Simon Shallow
Stop this!! Stop this right now...
In all the years I’ve.... I said stop!
(The scientists have to restrain the boys from jumping around, finally all is still.)

Simon Shallow
As I was saying....In all the years I’ve done these competitions, I’ve
never seen such a dismal and pathetic attempt..... You should all be
ashamed of yourselves... All three of you have as much talent as
Dale Winton’s tan...and that’s saying something..
Talentless...useless.. rubbish....
(Gee, Bee and Aitch look miserable and dejected. Bobby steps forward.)

Bobby
Just hold on a minute! What gives you the right to say things like
that to anyone?.
Simon Shallow
(shrugs) It’s obvious.... I’m Simon Shallow.. (grin, CUE – triangle)
Bobby
Well, you should be ashamed of yourself, you’re just being rude..
Simon Shallow
Rubbish, I’m giving ordinary people the chance to become a Celeb.
Bobby
But you’re famous, you should be setting an example...
Simon Shallow
I am...Just look at me....I’m great...what more do they need to see. ..
(grin, CUE – triangle)

Bobby
Well maybe being great isn’t all that good....
Simon Shallow
But fame is what we all want isn’t it?.. and I bet you’re just saying
all this because you have no talent yourself.
Bobby
(nervously) I’ve no need to sing.....I could if I wanted to ...but I don’t..
Simon Shallow
Oh right, I see, and why are you defending these no hopers?
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Bobby
Why?.... well.......they’re my friends, they’re all my friends. We
grew up together... and we stick together.... I know what they’re
really like.
Simon Shallow
Don’t believe you; you’re here just like the rest of the herd, you
want to be famous.
CUE SONG 12: “I don’t want to be Famous (reprise)”
Bobby
No...you’re wrong.....I am happy with who I am....
(Lights go down and single spot on Bobby.)

Bobby
Don’t wanna be famous
Don’t wanna be who you are
Don’t wanna be noticed
Don’t wanna drive fancy cars
Don’t want to be a celebrity
It doesn’t do anything for me
I’d like to see the world from outer space
So many wonders to behold, it takes
Someone with drive and true ambition
Don’t wanna be famous!
There’s got to be more to life
Than footballers and their wives
So much celebrity
It gets to me....
(gets emotional)
(Music continues under the dialogue.)

Simon Shallow
Unbelievable, I could make you a superstar. You will travel the
world, meet all the stars - Leonie...Kylie...Darius... .
Bobby
I’ll see the world in my own time, in my own way, and if meeting
Darius means that I won’t see my mates and family...then I’ll have
to turn you down.
(music pause….)

Wanabee 3
(to Simon)

I’ll do it !!.
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